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o/-:2-Kl. M Pilot Blamed, for Jet Crash
.

SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE,
Spain (UP I)- The KLM jumbo jet
tha,t ripped through a Pan
American 747 in the Can!lfy Islands
and killed 515 persons had no
permission to take off, Spanish and
Dutch officials have said.
The chief 'I>utch inves~igator said
the captain of the KLM plane only
got "flight cleltfance" for his plime
and failed to ask for 40 takeoff
.. clearance" .before starting a take
off run to the worst disaster in
aviation history.

.

.

"We are still on the runway!'' mistake," an air traffic controller
the Pan American pilot shouted on duty during the crash Sunday
over his radio as he saw the KLM told the Toront.o Star in a telephone
·
jumbo barreling down on his interview·.
jampacked 747 jumbo jet.
The Madrid Newspaper P~eb/o ·
Hi.s warning was too la,te to stop said the tapes showed Pan
the 400-ton Dutch jet, rushing American Capt. Victor s .. Grubbs
down ·the runway at 186 miles per yelled, "This man is crazy! What's
hour,
he doing? He'll kill us alW'
TheJatest casualty figures said at
As the officials reported the
least 515 persons died .. Only 68, all results of their investigations, a
U.S. Air Force flying hospital
Americans, survived .
"Nobody knows how the KLM ferried. 54 of the 68 survivors ofthe
captain could mak~ such a stupid collision on an overnight flight to a,

'Ne\N Maxic.a
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·More PIRG Background
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Nader 'Brainchild' Begins
Fight for Mone Support
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Bv Dan Crain
In February 1974, consumer
activist Ralph Nader stopped by
UNM for a one-day lecture and
organ.izing campaign. His purpose:
·to convince students to take up the
'cause of significant and lasting
social improvement where the
student movement of the late sixties
had failed and left off.
When Nader breezed out of.
tow.n, he left behind about 200
enthusiastic, but. · bewihlered.
sfudents, ·who' .too ked' to: one·
another and asked collectively.,
"Well, :what next?"
A petition drive was b~gun and
eventually, after charges of highpressure tactics and harassment of
students for signatures, PIRG had
51 per cent Qf the student body on
paper in favor of a $2 refundable
increase in the activity fee. After
numerous setbacks with bofh the
Regents and the ASUNM, the
increases in GSA and ASUNM
activity fees were fipally approved
by August 1975-a year and a half
after Nader's visit.
The idea behind PIRG, as
outlined by Nader, is to provide
greater expertiSe and continuity of
effort in
consumer-activist
programs than would be possible
with merely student and volunteer
work. PIRG e~ploys a full-time
staff of four along with part-time
staff, wqrk-study and student
volunteer workers. ·
PIRG now confronts the
question ·of whether ASUN•
M--whose $2 activity-fee levy
provides 80 per cent of PIRG's
revenues--will tontinue to earmark
the money for PIRG. The question
will be resolved by the yote of the
Associated ·students (those who
have paid the activity fee) in the
spring general election.
·People of opposing views on the
PIRG-finance issue are readying
for debate and the mobilization of

burn treatment center in Texas. (lrand Canary Island, where a
doctors objected that their larger Cl4l Starlifter medical
patients should not be moved, but evacuation plane waited take off
the .survivors welcomed the chance for the long flight home.
to return home.
"I was against their being
F.A.Van Rysen, head of the moved," said Tcnerife Hospital
Dutch Civil Aviation authority Director Eusebio Oambin, "But
investigation team, told a news when the Americans said they
conferernce the KLM pilot had would take full responsibility, I said
been given only ' 1 flight clearance."
okay. This is bad, bad.''
<iHe should now have asked for
The mercy flight was bound for
takeoff clea,rance, which he did Brooke Army Medical Center in
not," Van Rysensaid.
San Antonio, Tex., a six-hospital
The Dutch captain merely said, complex which has a world·
"We are taking off," and started renowned unit for the treatment of
the fatal takeoff run.
burn injuries.
The Pan American jet was
Seven Americans were too
taxiing across a stretch of the same critically injured to be moved from
runway at the time, on its way to a Tenerife Island.
takeoff position behind the Dutch
747. Traffic controllers ~ere
delaying takeoff clearance for the
KLM pilot until the American craft
was dear.
In the Netherlands, KLM said in
a statement, "lt is unthinkable that
the KLM pilot would have taken
off without permission." The
. airline demanded confirmation of
the report from the tapes in the two
planes' cockpit flight recorders,
which have not yet been an
analyzed.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Thc
"The KLM was on standby," Spanish government is in
Assistant Airport Director Juan possession of the four "black
.Linares said, meaning it should boxes" containing cockpit data
have waited at the end of the 11,155 from the two jumbo jets that
foot runway.
collided in the Canary Islands, the
The Dutch jet· had reached National Transportation Safety
minimum takeoff speed at the time Board said Tuesday.
Edward Shittery, a spokesman
of the collision, and survivors said
it had begun to lift off the ground for the NTSB said his agen·
when it slammed broadside into the cy-charged with investigating U.S.
crowded American craft. The transportation disasters but
speeding plane ripped off the top of powerless in this case- has asked
the taxiing jet's fuselage and· Spain to Jet it analyze the data to
disintegrated down the runway as find out exactly what happened just
before the Pan American and the
both aircraft exploded in flames.
, Linares told reporters he had KLM Royal'Dutch Airlines crashed
·
listened to all the tapes of the ex. sunday.
Each plane carried a tape
changes between the tQwer and the
recorder
that picked up cockpit
planes, and all prders had . been
and
another box that
sounds
given clearly and "in perfect
recorded
instrument
data.
English."
·
1
'We offered to do a clinical
Van Rysen said visibility at the readout..'' Slattery said. "As of this
time of the crash was limited to 300 moment we have not had any
yards becaQse of a ground fog in , acceptance from the Spanish
Tenerife. He also contended the government."
Part American 747 had taxied
He said the agency is "hopeful"
farther along the runway than it of getting the data. Asked if he was
had been authorizeq.
· afraid the Spanish would keep the
The survivors of the disaster, information secret, Slattery said,
many of them severely injured, "Hell, yes, they may keep it secret.
were on their way home when the They don't operate like we do ... I
official reports told what had don't know which way they'll
happened.
jump. I just hope they'll
An Air Force cargo plane painted cooperate."
.
in camouflage colors, the first
But he 'said he sees no reason
fixed~wing craft to land at Sant Spain would not either allow the
Cruz Airport since the collision! NTSB to analyze the tapes or reveal
flew the 54 survivors 6S miles to their own findings. ·
Spanis~

Ralph Nader came here in 1974
and painted a grand and glorious
picture of what PIRG would do,"
Rupp said. After it got the money
from the students, it never bothered
to get out and see if any other
campuses or groups in New Mexico
would take up a part of its financial
burden.
"I'm not against PIRG, its ideals
·or goals. 1 do think it's unfair that
. 14,®. stu.dents at this .university
·are asked to underwrite .:.PlRG's
entire operation, when it supposedly benefits""the whole state. I
would favor PIRG being funded by
us· P.roportionate to our percentage
of the state's population," Rupp
40

Mike Huston
student opinionfor and against
PIRG. PIRG and its supporters are
by far the more organized and vocal
of the two sides.
One ·of the frequent charges
leveled against PIRG is that its
bureaucracy
has
become
unresponsive, unwieldy, even
arrogant, in its dealirt.gs with
student volunteers, whose efforts
are PIRG's grassroots input.

said~

KUNM-FM will air a debate
between two PIRG proponents and
two students against the PIRG
referendum on Apr. 7 at 1..:30 p.m.

Equipment
·.
·Stolen by-

a· U Ia.rs

PIRG Director Michael Huston
~g
said, "I don't thirtk we have a
cumbersome bureaucracy. In fact,
By Steve Nolan
compared to ASUNM, it's ' At least$2S3S worth oftoolswas
ridiculously easy for anyone to taken last weekend from the
come to PIRG with ad get p.rompt c·onstruction . site of the Art
recognition and help.''
Building, said Inspector Robert
The· most vocat opponent . of Raymond. He said he expects the
ASUNM financing of PIRG thus total figure to be about $3,000
far has been ASUNM Sen. David when the contractors value aU of
Rupp. Rupp, a Senate Finance their stolen property.
.
Committee member, advocated a
UNM police are now trying to
budget allotment of zero, for PIRG determine the total value. of
prior to senate's decision to put tools,Raymond said
PIRG financing to the student vote
The burglary was discovered. by
in the spring referendum.
construction· workers Monday
~ Rupp's main argument against morning.
.
.
.
the $2 PIRG levy is that it places the
Raymond. said that thieves
burden of financing solely on the probably entered the construction .
students of UNM, while PIRG's site through holes in the fence,·
activities are directed at benefiting which surrounds the area, by
consumers all over the state.
crawling under .it. He also said
certain areas of the fence might
have been pushed down and walked
over.
Raymond said that some too1s
were taken from boxes and
UNM's Fiesta the annual celebration of spring fot chartered campus 'probably carted away in · wheel
barrows, which also were stolen.
. . ,,
.
organizations, wtll be held on the mall Apr: .~san~ 29.
· This year's Fiesta is being stressed as .a . multl-~ultural eve~t,.. as last Other tools were carried away in
year's: Fiesta was very mono-cultural, srud S~ephante Dyer, a F~esta Com- their boxes, he said.
. mittee member. It will feature such .presentations as poetry reading and art · The tools included a band s~w •
hammers, drilis, wood levels and a
displays.
·
.
. .
. .
· .
"
Tables can be rented for $10 and booths for $20 .to be used for disp,lays grinder.
The victims of the burglary are
and sales, Dyer said. "We prefer that the tables be used for food, she
O,Malley Glass . & Millwork,
said.
.
.
·
f
Plumbing
and
· Any ASONM~chartered ·organization can draw up som~ type ,o Yearout
Engineering,
Kaufman
Fire
program for the committee's consideration f?r displays sue~ as.changmg
fashions and trends in society, sbe said, D~adhne for suggesuons.tsApr. 9. Protection Co., Sill Carroll Co.,
For further information contact Stephanie Herrera or Stephanie Dyer at Millet Metal Co. and George
'Gilliland. ·
277-5528.
.
.
.t·

NTSB Seeks
'Black Box'
Information

Whe.els. Set in Motion
·For ~-Fiesta. CeJebrat ion

A Man and his???
Roque Barela discusses his experiences with
medicine men on page 12.
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Senate Schedules for 1979
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Earnings Limit Delayed
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Senate voted Tuesday to wait an
extra year, until the start of 1979, to
impose a $S,62S yearly limit on
outside earnings-the most controversial feature of its prospective
ethics code.
Proponents urged the move so
that the Senate code would conform with the one adopted by the
House early in March.
Member.s approved it by voice
vote after Sen. Gaylord Nelson, DWis., head of the special panel that
drafted the proposed Senate
standards, said he had no objection.
The action came, with almost no
debate, at the start of the Senate's
ninth round of debate on the code.
A final vote on the full code has
been scheduled for Friday.
The Nelson committee had
recommended that the income
ceiling-a feature that has drawn
vociferous opposition from many
senators-go into effect Jan, I,
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1978.

made the restriction an indispensable element of the
proposed ethics code .
In any case, however, no limit
would be put on income from
private wealth such as investments
in stocks and bonds-a feature
attacked by critics who said the
restriction would favor the wealthy
at the expense of those who count
on outside· earnings to meet the
expenses of public life.
Current rules allow senators to
make a maximum of $25,000 from

SCEC will meet 'rhurs. March 24 at 7:30p.m., rm.
231 D&C ofthe SUB.
The Student OrganizatiQn for Latin American
Studles
meet Jn !he Orlcga Hall !Jdrd floor
lounge, Thurs,'March 31 at 3:30p.m.

wm

Women's Studies student -committee meets Thurs.
March 3I a(7p.m.in Marron Half rm. 233,
The Women's Studies Commitlee is seeking taculty
members nnd students interested in serving on selec
4

tion committees for Womel\'s StudiC$ instructors for
fall semester '77. Application deadline is Frt. Apr. 1
at noon. formoreinformadon call 271·3930.

speaking fees, with no restriction
on other outside earnings.
Opponents of the proposed
restrictions tried unsuccessfully to
have that standard carried over.
Opposition to the outside earnings restriction cam(! from both
sides of the aisle, but last week it
survived two showdown votes
designed to weaken or scrap it.
Leading the opposition then were
Sen. Edmund Muskie, D·Maine,
and others who stand to lose money
made on the lectlJre Circuit.

By United Press International

Arms Sale Approved

WASHINGTON-President Carter has approved more than $2
billion worth of foreign aims sales but is withholding decision on
another $3 billion until a sales-review policy is established, the White
House said Tuesday.
· Deputy Press Secretary Rex Granum, who announced the approval refused to say what countries or what weapons were involved.
He ~ould say only that more than hl\lf the sales involve military
construction or "follow-on or logistical support" for weapons
systems sold previously.

Bacon Linked to Cancer
WASHINGTON-Sma!J amounts of a suspected cancer causer are
still turning up in some bacon, a meat industry spokesman told an
Agriculture Department study group Tuesday.
A department aide said the revelation ought to prompt the panel to
urge the entire industry to adopt lower levels of nitrites in bacon,
which only parts of the industry have voluntarily achieved,,

Senate Confirms Strauss
WASHINGTON-By voice vote, the Senate Tuesday confirmed
former Democratic National Chairman Robert Strauss to be U.S.
Trade Negotiator with the rank of ambassador. ·
The Strauss nomination was confirmed over objections from Sen.
Cad Curtis, R-Neb., who demanded that the Democrats return
$42 500 in illegal corporate contributions Strauss accepted while he
was' treasurer of the Democratic National Committee in 1970 and
1971.

He urged President Carter, as head of the Democratic party, to see
that the money was returned before Strauss wa~ commissioned in the
trade negotiator post.

Assassination Group Dying
WASHINGTON-Members of Congress trying to keep the House
Assassination Committee alive conceded Tuesday they face an uphill
fight jeopardized mainly by opposition to the panel's chief counsel,
Richard Sprague.
"In my talks with some of the members, I've counted 10 votes
against the resolution strictly because of the Sprague issue," Rep.
Yvonne Burke, D-Calif., said of the resolution requesting that the life
of the Assassination Committee be prolonged beyond its Thursday
expiration date.

Ballroom IJ:OOa.m. and t:OOp.m.
Prof. Sleve Kramer will speak on the results of the
French election, Fri., Apr. J, S.p_.m. Orlcga .Hall~ rm.
I S3. Open to all 1 sponsorl:d by the Alliance Francalse
& UNM History Dept.
There will be a meeting of Delta Sigma Pi Thurs.
March 31, at 7:00p.m. in rm 230 of SUB.
Fiesta Committee meeting Thurs. at Chicano
,Studies at 5:00p.m,
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The New Mexi~o Daily Lobo Is pu-bllshcd
Monday through Frlday'hvcry regular Week
of the University yeat and weekly during the
.summe-r -Se-ssion by the Board of Student
Publications of the Un{~tcrslty or New Mexico,
. nnd i!f not fii'IB.ndaily associated wHh- llNM.
Second class postage pafd -nt Albuqu~rqu~,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate JS

$Hi.OQ for th$1 ncadcrhic_ycar.

, _·

'rhe opinions expressed ott the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of the
ll.ltthor solely •. Unsigned opinion is thnt or ~he
edltorinl board Of The Daily Loba. Nothmif

printed in The Pally Lobo neecsSarily
represents the Views of tllc UnlversHy-l.)tNew
'

·

dependent.''
The management briefings are
held twice a year in the school's
management development center in
an attempt to further a working
relationship between the school and
the management community.
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Of the Advanced Management
Program, Warner said, "rt serves
basically as a reality check 011 these
executives' managerial skills."
Both programs average 40-45
students. Information on the
programs may be obtained by
calling the Executive Program
office at 277-4638.

an ocrenniaf
Sal·e on Advent
Loud soeakers
*(that's right, every eight years)

', '1
,f

Get The Weekend Going At
ASUNM/PEC"s
'

in the Student Union Building
Friday., April 1

'Plays
' the
!llltft
blues at 7:30p.m..
Then
DI111(D
ll Jill• 1i IDDI
D ll.
Roeks on out at 9 p.m.
Saturday., April 2

!t
'IDtft
Still playing the R & Bat 7:30p.m.

Now hear all the music on a record,
superb highs and midrange~ deepest
base (112 an octave lower than most
more expensive speakers) ..

Save 10% on the Oiled Walnut
.and lJ:tilny:-Models • • •

Followed by pure funk by

r1~r111
tPII 7:30 p.ID. to 12:30 a.m.
Refreshments
and sandwiches served at the
Deli-Bar
Admission Priees
Students (Plus One Guest)
with au ID 50¢ Publie S1 50

,j

1

IIIIWIY 1!1!111

No. 121

Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 'l.774102, 277·4202.

M,.vtrr.
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·You won't believe them -- at 9 p.m.

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
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ulf 1 should die ... an experience you 1II never
forget!" will be shown 'Thurs. March 31, in SUB

----------------

J

Upon completion of their throughout the semester. Parrequirements, these students are ticipants receive a certificate of
graduated with a Master of achievement upon completion of
Management Degree.
the program.
Courses in the program include
management
science,
Topics discussed in this program
organizational
economics, include strategic and operational
marketing and international planning,
design
of
the
business, computer-based in- organizational system, business
formation systems and financial environment and society, and
accounting.
decision-making and management
control.
The Advanced Management
John Warner, director of
Program is a one-semester course executive programs at the Business
for
midto
upper-level School, is administrator of the
management personnel, Classes management-level programs. He
meet on alternate Fridays said, "We serve as the organizing
community in New Mexico for
those people working fu!l-time who
want to receive specialized training
in business management.''

Rep. Runnels Participates on Panel

•

1 We would like to express
I
our gratitude for your
patronage.
1 Bring this coupon for a
I free bumper sticker from:
I
.
..
II
-a_,.

\

By BUI Robertson
Man11gemcnt personnel from
businesses throughout the Southwest· are now enrolling in two
,___ By Leone! Ceniceros--------------~-"":"~ training programs offered at the
I w.as in an auto accident and my least a thousand dollars for pain UNM Robert 0. Anderson School
of Business and Administrative
car was damaged. In addition to and suffering.
Sciences.
two days of lost work I had some
Even if no hospitalization .was
The Management Masters
medical expenses. I think that the involved the insurance company
Program
and the Advanced
other person was guilty so how should be willing to give you several
Manageme.nt
Program are designed
much can I recover from his in• hundred dollars if there was actual
so
working·
business people .can
surance company?
or mental discomfort.
study while continuing at their jobs,
If the accident happened on a
Participants in the Management
public road you should have made
[Editor's Note: Ceniceros is a
Program attend classes on
Masters
sure that the other person was given. New Mexico attorney. His column
Fridays
and Saturdays over six
a citation by the police or that you will appear Wf!ekly in the LOBO.]
semesters
and one summer term.
got the identity of any witnesses.
Besides all the actual itemized
expenses such as .property damage,
medical expenses, and lost earning
capacity, you can recover for what
is called "pain and suffering:"
There is no standard and precise
method of figuring out what these
Congressman Harold Runnels of UNM assistant professor of
type of general damages are but Lovington and Atlantic Richfield business Allen Parkman and UNM
insurance companies have become board chairman Robert 0. Aderson associate professor of economics,
accustomed to paying between are two members of a five-member F. Lee Brown. The panel
three to ten times the amount of panel .scheduled .to participate in lPOderator will be UNM President
medical expenses incurred. This is a this year's top-management William E. Davis.
very rough figure and many other briefing on Apr. 1 at the Robert 0.
factors are considered in estimating Anderson Graduate School of
The panel will discuss the film,
how much the person was injured Business and Administrative- "The Incredible Bread Machine"
both physically and emotionally.
Sciences at UNM.
produced by World Research In.c.
Joining
Runnels
and
Anderson
of
San Diego. The film "portrays
An attorney that has done at least
will
be
Gaylord
Freeman,
honorary
the
crippling effects of ·excessive
a small number of personal injury
chairman
of
the
First
National
government
intervention and
cases can estimate how much an
of
Chicago
and
a
member
of
Bank
demonstrates
how
personal and
insurance company would pay
the
school's
advisory
council,
plus
economic
liberties
are
mutually
before they would go to court. The
normal practice for lawyers is to
charge a third of the total recovery
so in smaller claims it is better for
the person to settle the claim
directly.
Put the sun
If you do not plan to. retain an
to work;
attomey to make the claim for you,
The New Me>.:ico- Wlteelmcn are scheduling bieycle
rides every Sunday morning at 9. There is a two-hour,
It's been lazy
you should make a demand of the slow
paced ride and a four-hour ride for more e>:insurance company for at least five perienced riders. The starting point is _Popejoy Hall.
too long
times what your medical expenses Far further information call264-1232,
were. For example, if you had
Job descriptions and applications for the N.M,
.)
medicill expenses for your day in State
Government Intern Program are available In
the hospital you should ask for at Career Services, Mesa Vista So., Room 2131.

For Business School Briefing

I

Under the amendment sponsored
by Sens. Lloyd Bentson, D-Tex.,
and Clifford Hansen, R-Wyo., the
limitation would take effect a year
later.
Under both the House and
Senate codes, members would be
allowed to earn no more than •
$8,625 a year from speechmaldng
and other "personal services."
That would equal 15 per cent of
their congressional salaries, which
were boosted to $57,000 a year by
the recent federal pay raises.
Proponents of the strict outside
earnings limitation, including
Senate Democratic Leader Robert
Byrd, argued that the pay raise
•

•

I

Insurance Claims
Masters Program Begins
Can Be Made
For Lost Work

" .. can only be compared to .. speakers selling
for twice its price - or more.''
STEREO REVIEW
"the least-colored loudspeakers we have ever
heard ... as accurate reproducers of soun'd .as
any top-lfne system we have heard."
G NEw
THE STEREOPHILE

301 1 Monte Vista N
255-1694

Z
0

Just east of Central &
Girard, near UNM

~ FINANCJNG AVAILABLE .

~OS FOR OVER 26
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Well-Known Affliction Strikes UNM Seniors

By Melame Northrop
Many students have returned to UNM from spring break with a tan and
an unusual but well-known affliction.

Editorial

>-I

!"@

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

The malady strikes without warning. It has no color, sex, or age
boundary-affecting all equally. Although the affliction may strike any
student, those in the high risk group are the most susceptible to it.

A Drop to. Drink

In the arena of dwindling natural resources, the fuel shortage has
..,~ been
stealing the show •
Our
concerns about nuclear, solar, geothermal and other types
..,;
of energy-producing methods have caused a stagnation in our ef"~ forts to deal with the water shortage.
p..
With inevitable drought conditions for much of the west facing
us, we must consider again the problem of an adequate fresh water
supply.
The desalination of sea water is a process which has been
neglected recently. And we will begin to feel the water shortage
more and more in the future.
The military and governmental projects-which seem never· to
lack a sufficient supply of money and mental e'lergy-have shown
us that once we put our minds to it we can come up with solutions.
Space exploration used techniques of purifying unpotable water
into a fresh water supply.
We need to co.ntinue this line of research to find ?Jn efficient,
economical method of converting ocean water into drinkable
water.
We must not become so shortsighted that we end up with
dependable means of heating, cooling and transporting, but
nothing to drink when we become thirsty.

Letter s 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111

U. Athletics And Money
t:ditor:
I would like to point out several factual errors in a letter by Mary l-ynn
Allen, Kim Dalen, Charlotte V. Balcomb and Brian Woods in the Tuesday,
March 22 LOBO.
They said that the swim team members were being denied competition
in the NCAA meet by an arbitrary administrative decision. They said that
there is an UNM Athletic Department contingency fund to send qualifjers
to national meets. In fact there is no such contingency fund in the Athletic
Department.
They then raise the question as to whether the contingency fund would
be empty if the basketball team had qualified for the N.t.T. Tournament,
implying that the Lobos would n,ot have turned down an N.I.T. bid
because of lack of traveling funds. I guess they don't know that any team
that appears in the N.I.T. receives a certain amount of money from the
N.I.T. for appearing in that tournament. This would cover the team's expenses.
As you know by now, all eight swimmers went to the NCAA Championships. My personal opinion is that money could have been found in
the athletic budget to send these swim.mers to the meet. But you must
remember that their coach, Rick Klatt, simply overspent his budget which
included money to send swimmers to the NC'AA Championships.
Also, just because you qualify for an NCAA Championship that does not
necessarily mean you will get to compete in it. UNM does not always send
all its qualifiers to NCAA championships.
David Belling
LOBO Sports Editor

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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. Included in the list of danger signals for the dis.ease are;putting off
hbrary term paper research assignments for a rainy day; failing to complete
reading assignments and remaining in the SUI3 until lab is over. A tendency
to remain in bed until 3 p.m. and then watch Sesame Street reruns is often
found in severe cases,
There is 'no known vaccine, and there are a few patented mediciiles that
relieve the malady. Manystudents do claim, however, they-find relief after
taking long brisk walks that end at Okie' s.
Although the future for senioritis victims appears dim, senioritis can be
cured. The cure may come after a simple comment from a concerned
professor, or as students tear off the calendar page on April30. ,
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Exploitation of Female Staff at UN M
Editor:
I am perfectly aware of renewed
rape of the University by the Board
of Educational Finance. I do not
even dwell on the fact that many of
us will actually take salary cuts next
year in terms of purchasing power,
for those of us who will receive' no
"raise" are not at the subsistence
level and will survive the BEF's concept of fitting reward for twentyfive or thirty years' service.
I will not overlook, however, the
wretched condition of the female
staff employee at the University of
New Mexico who is forced to
scrape along at the subsistence
level, to live a hairbreadth above
squalor, and to play out her drab
drama in the futile hope that
somehow, sometime, she will
achieve equity not, to be sure, with
her counterpart in New York or San
Franpisco, but at least those in Santa Fe and the Albuquerque
business and professional community.
The underpaid secretaries of
Albuquerque average 15 per cent

higher earnings than University
We anticipate that the BEF will,
women of similar assignment; like Pontius Pilate, wash its hand
secretaries in New Mexico State of- ostentatiously and claim no responfices 18 per cent higher. Moreover, sibility for internal allocation of the
many of these receive semi-annual University's annual appropriation.
increments unknown to our They will pretend not to notice that
dedicated helpers, to the effect that the College of Arts & Sciences has
by year's end the discriminatory to operate .in an inflationary
differential may be as much as 20 economy with a quarter of a million
per cent.
dollars less than last year, and that
What kind of justice provides they have achieved the goal of a
that one kind of state employee University library soon unable to
receives half as much reward as buy books! But can we not
another for rendering identical ser- somewhere find a margin to take
vices?
care of staff women? I don't think it
The gap is widening. Rumor has is necessary to spell out the
it that the other State employees budgetary implications of a $5600
may receive' an increment of 14 per per year wage where half of the
cent this year, while our staff take-home pay goes to pay
women ·will get a "raise" less than Albuquerque's rental for a onethe percentage increase in the cost- bedroom apartment.
·
of-living index I
.
Humane concern for these
How long will these competent women demands that relief be
and loyal assistants continue to be · found, even if we have to abandon
victimized by the Board of some other worthwhile endeavor·
Educational Finance with the com- which can be relinquished without
plicity of the Legislature? I, for one, human distress.
Marshall R. Nason
propose to raise public hell about
Director, Latin American Ctr.
the situation in the hope of redress.

ASUNM Viewpoint

By Sen. David I. Rupp
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~~mptons include, general listlessness which hampers the students'
ab1hty to attend class. Accompanying this are various· periods of
depression. Many students,find themselves daydreaming of unemployment
lines, and receiving unopened returned resumes. • ·

5!!<?
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The illness that preys upon the students in this group is not a new strain
of Swine flu, but the old spring fever,-senioritis.
~

Student Responsibilit_y Is No Joke

' .. ANPJlNOlll!iR. sYMW.,

atNTON,MASS., JlttOPJEiO 77/!3

. (De~res~i~ms, daydreaming about unemployment
lines, m?b111ty to ma~e it to class and wanting to stay in
·bed until 3 p.m. are JUSt a few of the symptoms of the
mysterious "senioritis" which hits students the spring
before graduation.)

.Members of the high risk group are those students who, in a few months
will complete 128 or more acceptable semester hours; have a grade point
averag: of 2.0 on the final 128 hours of college woek; have a total of 40
ho~rs m courses numbered 300 or above; be classified somewhere as
semors .
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A!'ril 13th is election day for ASUNM. Many
students attending UNM who are eligible to vote
won't bother, and next year, like this year;those who
don't vote will go around calling student government
a "joke" and "fun under the big top." I have served as
a senator in ASUNM for the past year and I have been
outspoken on many issues, but today I'm not going to
speak out on anything but your responsibility.
ASUNM stands for the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico and the elected officials of
the ASUNM government are responsible to represent
all of its members. This becomes an especially difficult
task when only 15 per cent to 18 per cent of the electorate cares enough to exercise the right to vote. Let's
examine some of the reasons why you should vote.
ASUNM funds many student organizations and services. The largest of these being KUNM $58,000, NM"
PIRG $49,000, the New Mexico Daily Lobo $40,000,
UNM Child. Care Co-op $21,500 and the Cultural
Series $20,000. In addition to these major projects
ASUNM funds Agora, crisis intervention counseling,
KIVA club, Film committee, ASA Gallery, Poetry
Series, Homecoming, Fiesta, Crafts Area and the list
goes on and on. The money for these services and
programs come from_you, the undergraduate student•.
When you pay your tuition $14 is given to ASU NM
and unless you vote, you have no voice in how this
money js allocated.
So, now you think you'll vote for the budget, but
why bother with the senate and executive offices?
Only ot!l_a_(jizations who will be receivin_g _one and a
Managing Editor
Karen Moses
Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

News Editor
Tim Gallagher

half per cent or more of the total budget will appear on
the ballot. Many more groups requesting smaller
amounts will receive funding directly from the senate.
If you don't help elect the best possible representatives then you will have to be satisfied with less than· ·
the best representation.
This year you will also have the opportunity to
determine the fate of NMPIRG. In 1975 the students
voted to increase the activity fee from $12 to $14 with
the $2 increase going directly to PIRG the first year.
This year the money was to come to ASUNM with
PIRG receiving an allocation similar to other groups.
Last Wednesday the senate voted unanimously to
allow you, the voter, a chance to decide what will
become of t~e $2 increase. If you vote "yes" on the
NMPIRG question the activity fee will remain unchanged with $2 per student going directly to PIRG
(refunds will remain in effect).lf you vote "no'' the activity fee will be decreased by $2 (subject to approval
by the Regents).
If you don't vote at all you will have to be content
with the outcome. The voters who care will have
spoken and if they are the 15 or 18 per cent who
usually vote the remaining 85 per cent of you will have
acceded to their will.
If you don't exercise your right to vote you'll get the
government you deserve. Don't let another ASUNM .
election go by without your voice being heard.

Asst. News l:ditor
D.M. Flynn

David I. Rupp
Senator, ASUNM
Photo Editor
Wenrlell T. Hunt
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One UNM professor who has·taught here for more than 20 years said,
"Well I don't know as yet about this Spring's .crop, but from past ex"
perience I know one thing for sure, all cases, mild and severe, somehow
clear up by May."
.

·Senate To Finish Dividing Budget

More Money Requests Heard
·The ASUNM Senate is expected
to complete its 1977-78 budget
proposal at its meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in rooms 250 A-D of the
Student Union Building.
The budget requests of 14
campus organizations are on the
agenda: for the meeting. Each group
is scheduled to appear for about 15
'minutes in this final budget
hearing. The meeting is expected to
end before midnight, in sharp
contrast with previous year's
budget hearings which usually
lasted until4 or 5 a.m.
The first 45 minutes of tonight's
meeting will include Tom Williams,
under preliminary business and
reports
The first 45 minutes of
tonight's meeting will include Tom
Williams, under preliminary
.business and reports from ASUNM
President Damon Tobias, ASUNM
Treasurer Mike Bush, Presidential
Appointments, Finance, Steering
and the Executive Committees.
Old Business will include
.Appropriations Bill 4 for the Jesus
Can Do Anything group;
Resolution 10 on Religious
Awareness
Week;
and
Appropriation Bill 5 for Naval
ROTC.
The approximate appointment
times for organizations requesting
positions on the budget referendum
are: Agora, 7:45p.m.; ASA Gallery

8 p."m.; ATM Business Club, 8:15
p.m.; Engineers Joint Council, and
ASUNM Lobby Committee, 8:30
p.m.; Daily Lobo, 9 p.m.; Poetry
· Series, 9:15 p.m.; Cultural
Committee, 9:30 p.m.; National
Chicand Health Organization, 10
p.m.; Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs, 10:15 p.m.;.
R~sidence Halls Student Assoc.,
10:30 p.m.; ASUNM Speakers
Committee, 10:45 p.m.; and Fiesta
and Homecomming Committees,
11:15 p.m.
The senate originally broke this
year's budget hearings into three
meetings, but a resolution passed
during last Wednesday's Senate
meeting caused the Senate to
rearrange its schedule.
The Resolution required that the
senate not budget any of the
estimated $49,320 that the Public
Interest Research Group would get
if the senate decided to give PIRG
$2 for each student paying the
undergradutae activity fee. Since
proposals from both the ASUNM
president and the Senate Finance
Committee did not allocate this
amount to PIRG, the senate adjourned its Wednesd<lcY me.eting
early so that the Senate Finance
Committee could calculate a new
budget proposal.
Senate budget hearings then
resume~ Thursday and about five

]lours was spent approving amount~
of money to be placed on the
budget referendum.
Students will vote on the budget
referendum in the spring general
election, April13.
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ONE of the OLDEST LQCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

Number 3 .... of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond

Engagement Rings
in the World.

OUR OWN TERMS
BANKAMERICARO
MASTERCHAAGE

New Computer Records
Non~credit Class Hours

SAVE s4oo on 2nd

!n

O~e of five comput~r prog.r~ms t~e nation th~ough which persons calf
obtam re.cords of the1r participatiOn m non-cred1t,seminars and courses
has been Implemented at UNM.
J?v!~enc;e of. per~ons' ~articipati~n in non-credit continuing education
actlV!tles •s bemg mcreasmgly reqmred for purposes of certification occupational advancement and recognition of personal and professi~nal
development, says Dr. Milton Garrett, assistant dean of UNM Continuing
Education.
.
A rapid increase in non-credit educational activity has occurred in recent
years as more adults find it necessary to 'Update and upgrade thelr
knowledge through evening classes, workshops, conference8; seminars, institutes and other forms of continuing educati(m; he said.
Educators have responded to the problem in part by designing a unit of
standardized measurement, called a Continuing Education Unit (CEU). to
simplify the collection and exchange of informatfon about individual i:Jaiticipation in non-credit continuing education.
Garrett said a CEO is defined as "ten contact hours in an organized continuing education experience, under responsible sponsorship, capable
direction and qualified instruction."
The computer program, which was provided to UNM by West Virginia
University, will provide· participants of non-credit educational activities
with transcript•like records complete with a description of the activity, its
format and the number of CEU's awarded.
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Doug Kershawi"Fiip, Flop &
Fly"IW!l BS-3025
By Bob Spiegel
This new Doug Kershaw album is
his most commercial. But this is not
a fault; it's a move in a nice
direction. Now that the blend of
country and rock has not only
become acceptable, but has become
fashionable and popular, many of
the long-time country artists have
thrown in their bid.
Sometimes
it's
clumsy,
sometimes interesting, but with
Doug Kershaw, it sounds like he's
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COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for
Admission for Summer and Falll977 is
Friday, Aprill, 1977
Applications are available in the College
of Fine Arts Advisement Center
Fine A
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Att Show Continues

always been there. Is it true that he
grew up next-door to Little
Richard?
He's picked a choice selection of
tunes for this coming out: the
Band's "Rag Mama Rag," Fats'
"I'm Walking" and the Beatles'
"I'm a Loser." He even throws in
his Jot with outlaw country, using
Loudermilk's "Bad News" and
Billy Joe Shaver's "Black Rose."
And then there's the driving
"Louisiana Blues." What would a
Doug Kershaw album be without a
song about Louisiana 7 Then, of all
things, he does a light, crisp version
.of "Roly Poly," which is bound to
make Bob Wills do the country
· two-step in his grave.
Kershaw also chose some good
musicians for the album. Aside
from a decent crew of studio
musicians, he's recruited the help of
Elvin Bishop, Dr. John and Bonnie
Bramlett. How could he miss?
We11, on a few of the songs,
"Twenty-Three" and "You Won't
Let Me" especially, the mix is a bit
muddy and garbled. But this
doesn't distract much from the
album.
The Cajun influence is still here,
but this is a far cry from his Cajun
music of the past. His screaming
fiddle has taken a large step
towards the background, and his
voice is now in front. I never
realized what an interesting and
strong voice Kershaw has. I can't
·say this album is better than his
_previous work, but it's certainly an
album that shows growth.

Forget
This One
Keith Hermani"Good News
Day "/Midland
International
BKLI-1949
By Thomas Lee
If David Cassidy was still
popular, then Keith Herman would
be called an imitation. But Cassidy
passed away with his teenyboppers
and Keith Herman must be judged
by his own merits (or faults).
Listening to this colfection of
original songs, I was impressed by
some of the connotations implied
by Keith's words. The words would
make a poetry book that could be a
rival to the poems of Robert Frost.
When added to the music and
vocals of Keith, the result is very
depressing.
I did not believe they still
produced this kind of garbage. He
sounds like a warbler with a sore
throat and that his audience is only
twelve years old. My advice to
Keith is to write a book and maybe
it will sell. My advice to you is
forget this one.

New Piny
The theatre arts department of UNM will present the Southwest
premiere of Lee Kalcheim's,new cabaret musical "The Prag,ue Spring"
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Experimental Theatre in the lower level of the Fine
Arts Center. The show will also play March 31, April 1-2, 6-9, 13-16.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Box Office.
Directed by Steve Travis, assoc. professor of theatre art~, the production is a tragi-comedy built around the 1968 Czech rebellion against the
U.S.S.R. and the attempts by then Premier Alexander Dubcek to bring
political and social freedom into Czechoslovakia. The play exists both in
the mind and memory of Dubcek and takes place in a Czech cabaret
theatre.
Travis said, "This work has only been performed once as a professional
production. 'The Prague Spring' is a cabaret musical which is strikingly
original in concept and execution in comparison with lnost modern
productions. With a definite east European flavor, the original music,
composed by Joe Rapaso for Kalcheim, draws heavily on the cabaret style
of theatre."
Travis added that the musical requires instant character transitions
along with an ensemble concept of acting. "To accomplish this free
flowing atmosphere," he said, "we have turned the Experimental Theatre
into a cabaret environment with a minimal division between the audience
and the actors."
Although the production is in most ways a comedy, the director said a
basic serious element does exist. He added, "Viewed in part through the
eyes of a student cabaret troupe, the comedy is used more to cover the
trauma of the times."
"The Prague Spring" is performed by six cabaret actors portrayed by
UNM drama students Jim Carpenter, Arthur Cook, Michael Frith, Glenn
Kassell, Lori Michutka, Jan Pinnell and David Bregman ..
The music is performed by a four-member ensemble dtrected by Darrel
Randell, assistant professor of music. The choreography is directed by
dance student Robyn Sandberg.

Recording
Centenninl
One hundred years ago, Thomas
A. Edison recited "Mary Had a
Little Lamb" into a horn, the
vibrations of his voice causing a
stylus to cut groov.es into a piece of
tin foil wrapped around a rotating
cylinder. That was the first sound
recording ever made, the centennial
of which is being commemorated
worldwide during 1977.
The celebration of 100 Years of
Recorded Sound . will cite the
evolution of sound recordings and
their growth, development and
emergence as one of the principal
communications media bringing
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entertainment, education and
culture into the homes of people the
world over. In the United States
alone, sales of sound recordings
total close to $2.5 billion annually.
The United States Postal Service
will mark the Centennial by issuing
a special commemorative stamp in
March, and various echelons of the
recording and audio industries are
planning special functions as part
of the observance. Both the
Smithsonian Institution and the
Library
of
Congress
in
Washington, D.C. have under
consideration the staging of special
exhibits to· commemorate the
observance.
Recordings today bear little
resemblance either in looks or in
quality of reproduction to Edison's
original cylinder. In the early days
of recording, a performer or an
instrumental group stood singing or
playing in front of a recording horn
and had to repeat the performance
to produce each recording.
It took several years until a

process was developed of
simultaneously making up to three
cylinders for every performance by
a singer, up to ten for a brass band.
It was not until the invention of
·the disc record by Emile Berliner in
1896 that recordings became
capable of mass-duplication, and
two-sided records did not appear
until about 1904. The development
of electrical recording in the mid1920's provided records with a
much wider dynamic range than
that offered by the acoustic
method.

:By Daniel Gib~on
"The pot is the man." This quote
found accompanying the show
Myth, Metaphore and Mimbrcro
Art sums up the value of looking at
old art, even mud that's be.en
shaped into bowls and oddities.
Things · of another time such as
Mimbrero pottery help one to
clarify the present by challenging ·
present assumptions held dear, if
one believes a man is reflected
through what he creates.
"A branch of the Mogollon
people'-hunters, food gatherers,
latter farmers of Northern Mexico
and parts of the American Southwest", were the creators of the
pieces' found in the show, says a
show note.
This t:ulture flourished in the
Mimbres River Valley and its
tributaries, of southwestern New
Mexico and northern Mexico,
around 950 - 1150 AD. These
va11eys have permanently flowing
water in a desert environment
extending far to the south and west.
The area near Sii ver City, NM
b.ecame the home of a high culture
of the times.
A variety of ceramic works are
found in the show. They are
grouped in clusters of similar styles
on large cylinder stands, and
illuminated from above ... Mimbrero islands in a sea of darkness.
There are groupings of effigies,

SUB Theatre
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bowls where horizontal coloring is
dominate, others where vertical
design is stressed, more where a
central picture is isolated in the
bottom of a bowl ·by designs
running around the upper rim.
Other groupings show how swirling
patterns are used to draw one into a
bowl, and how scroll designs were
widely used.
•
There is one "island" that shows
how bowl decoration often divided
pots into quarters by an infinite
variety of ways. These bowls sit
stationary but, by surrounding a
central image with rotating Jines,
curls, triangles, and liiamonds,
often the bowls seem like they

g
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t

~ght begin to rotate on their own.

Mimbrero pottery went through
various phases, and these too are
isolated and described. During the
Three Circle Phase, "fine lines and
white backgrounds replaced the
broad lines and brown slip of the
San Francisco Phase." Slip is the
liquid clay painted on the pre-fired
pot to give it its color and images.
The pottery images show the
things these people valued. ·In one
island suggestions of Venus,
lightning, ·clouds, prayers, fish,
boats, and teeth are found on the
pots' smooth interiors.
A prominent feature throughouJ
the work is,' "the pairing of opposites:
black/white,
curve/straight,
clockwise/counterclockwise movements." •
These pieces show a great
knowledge of design, balance,
movement, color harmony, a use of
the physical world, the creation of
illusion. Art, and our com~
prehension of the world is in
constant change, in progression.
Come see this show and learn if
there is anything you might absorb
and reflect.

On Thursday 'night the SUB Theatre will show Sergei Eisenstein's
Alexander Nevsky. This film is about a thirteenth century Russian in·
vasion of Germany. It rallied considerable patriotism in Russia during the
war in Germany in 1938. This film is one of Eisenstein's best films, and we
all kno"w that he was one of the most important masters of film theory.
On Friday night the SUB Theatre will show Gunga Din. Cary Grant and
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. star in this 1939 film classic based on the epic poem
by Rudyard Kipling. Gunga Din is the story of an Indian waterboy who
sacrifices his life in order to save a British regiment from ambush. Also
showing on Friday night is the silent comedy star Buster Keaton in his 1923
film classic Bal/oontics.
Rounding out the week on Saturday night the SUB Theatre will show the
classic film Casablanca. This film is one for all nostalgia freaks and
especially fans of the great Bogie. Ingrid Bergman and Peter Lorre also
star in this film which is set during the second world war in Algiers. This is
my favorite Bogie flick and might be the best he ever made; his leaving
Bergman to her husband is one of the classiest macho scenes in film.
As always, films in the SUB Theatre are only a dollar, showings as usual
(except on Wednesday) are at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Happy viewing.
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This is the soundtrack ofam()vie -¥~ _.

that has never made it to ~
Albuquerque.
It's the story
of ~
Cinderella, . everyone's
favorite
fairy tale. The music is vaguely -+c
similartothatof"MyFairLady." ~

~

For I nformatl'on
Contact GSA Rm. 248
In The SUB

E

SUB

Ballroom
YOU WILL BE TOO
SEE IT THURS.
Sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ

Nl'tiPIRG Board Elections
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GSA Budget
Hearings

Black Mollies ......... 3/1"
Blue Acara .....•....• 2/1::
Jack Dempsey ........ 2/1
Glow
Is ........... 39;
Small
Barbs ..... 2/1 •

11 A.M. and 1:00 P.M.

The concert will be a benefit for
the New Mexico Symp~ony
Orchestra, although no orchestra
members will appear in the concert.
Tickets are available at a11
Ticketmaster outlets and at the
Symphony Office, 120 Madeira
N.E., 265-3689. Prices are $5, $6,
$7 and$10.

~
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Offer Good
Thru March 28

to UN M students
with ID's "
Kuhlu Leoach ........ 2/1

Black Angels ......... 79'
Female Bettas ... : . .. 211"
White Clouds ......... 39'
Silver Tip Tetra ....... 39'
Black Sharks ......... 99•
Oojo ................. 79'

The Modern Jazz Quartet is
coming to Albuquerque. The
original musicians of the MJQ Perch Heath, bass; Milt Jackson,
vibraharp; Connie Kay, drums; and
John Lewis, piano- will perform in
the Kiva Auditorium of the
Convention Center on Wednesday,
April20, at 8 p.m.
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"Rock is Dead" is probably the
best piece on the disc and sadly is
apropos to Most's condition.
Studio magic seems to cover for
Most's weak and unidentifiable
voice.

It's your typical musical fare with
Richard Chamberlain and Genuna
Cravens.

f

c
Starting the week off on Wednesday night is a11 evening of films made .f
by local people. This is the night aspiring filmmakers and anybody else ~
who wants to show their films gets to invade the SUB Theatre. Also in- £::
eluded in this evening of films is Western History by Stan Brakhage, and £
Window by Ken Jacobs. Window is an interesting film in that it is shown c
just as it came out of the camera. No editing perceived, as he shot it. _c.,_
Because of the length of this program there will only be one showing at ~
seven o'clock:
'

Happy days are here again, but
unfortunately it's under the guise of
Donny Most. Ralph Malph (Most),
of the smash TV series "Happy
Days" is another futile effort in
making a rock star out of a TV star.
Just see what happened to
Travolta, a critical failure.

. "Original Motion Picture Soundtrack of The Slipper and
thRose"/MCA/2097

8

in the SUB Theatre.

Review by George Gesner

Fare

"

='
;;•

.
It's Wednesday again and time for another preview of this week's f1lms

Donny Most/United Artists/VALA696-G

T,ypicoJ

~

FilmGuide

Oh, Cr.appy Daze

The album says if you can't
dance to this music you don't have
any right having feet. Most is
superimposed on the album cover
with his feet missing. U nfortunately, his ears are still there.
Rate it D minus.

...'

The New Mexico Public Interest
~ Research Group will be holding its
~ ·student board of directors election
on April 10. The student board is
~ responsible for making decisions on
~ projects, staff, and money matters,
~ as well as keeping PIRG a respon-~ sive and responsible organization.
~ This requires energy and time, so
: please keep that in mind if you are
: thinking .of running. All full-time
: students are eligible. Capdidate
~ ·statement forms may be picked up
-+c
....,~ ....,
.. __+:~.;;+
<>-PI.RG table in the-SUB; or-.:-at- - ~
107 Cornell SE, or call 277-2757.' All
~~ ·candidate statements MUST beA tur-1
'-.c
ned in to the PIRG office by pri

~

:

~
277-3803
:
~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-~
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3 Brothers Give All For UNM

By CaroJI•avleti:h
Three UNM tennis players all
.2 have one thing in common; they are
o brothers.
o-l
Gary, Ronnie and Jerry Wheeler'
~ have been playing tennis most of
C) their lives and continue the sport at
o UNM while competing for the
·~ 'Lobos.
~
All three of the netters were born
in New Mexico, but have traveled
~ throughout the country playing in high school tnen's single chamZ various tournaments.
pionship in 1976. Jerry, a freshman
oo The Wheelers attended Del Norte at UNM, is a business major.
~ High School where they all built
Jerry feels college tennis comp.. impressive tennis records. Gary, the petition is definitely harder and
oldest of the three and a senior in said, "All the players are good, and
the school of business, won the in high school no one was any
N.M. state doubles championship good." Jerry is one of two freshas a sophomore in high school, and men on the Lobo squad.
was runner-up in the state doubles
Ronnie, the middle brother, said
finals the following year. In 1973,
that
their mother was the first
as a high school senior, Gary took
person
to get the trio interested in
third in the state AAAA singles
tennis.
He said that their parents
competition. Gary has been playing
play
tennis
mainly in summer
for the Lobos for the past three
tournaments.
years and will graduate this spring.
Ronnie Wheeler, a sophomore
All three of the Wheeler brothers
and a geology major, won the state agree that they practice tennis
high school championship when he about 24 hours a week and they
was a senior at Del Norte. have all benefitted from playing the
Interestingly, in 1975 when Ronnie sport. Gary said the most worwon the high school men's singles thwhile benefit he's gotten froni.
title, he defeated his younger tennis is "a free education." Jerry
brother Jerry, then a junior.
said tennis gives him a chance to
However, Jerry Wheeler, runner- "travel a lot and have a good
up to his brother in 1975, took the time."

-

"":,

•

Daily lobo

Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
_5-Spm
Sat.-Till9pm
Sun-Till 7pm

-Reg. Bar Drinks

soc

This Week:

The Vl{heelers don't feel that they
are competitive with each other
when playing tennis, but Ronnie
added, "He (Gary) beats me in
cards!" Gary laughed and replied,
"I beat him (Ronnie) in everything .
except tennis." The older boysr
Gary and Ronnie, doubled up on
the younger brother Jerry, agreeing
that they were better than him in
everything.

Difficult People

All three brothers are talented
tennis players and they each assess
each other fairly. Gary said,
"Ronnie is consistent. Jerry serves
the best."
Ronnie said that, "Gary has
good volleys," and agrees with
Gary that Jerry has the best serve of
the three.
Jerry also said that Gary has a
strong volley and that Ronnie is
consistent, but added, "He's
(Ronnie) got a good overhead."
The Wheelers play doubles as
well as singles and the three feel
that both events offer something
different: but Ronnie laughed and
said, "Jerry likes doubles because
he can blame it on his partner!"

by K oron Panagakos

Despite cold weather and high winds UNM intramural
softball goes on. (This runner was called o~t.)

Sports Opinion

Recruiting the Best

By Tom Kensler
With the completion of the post-seasson tournaments, the bar and
barbershop_ banter has turned to college basketball recruiting, and as usual,
Gary, Ronnie and Jerry are the arrnchrur coaches end with that familiar refrain-"Norm had better get
confident of a good season for the some New Mexico boys this time." •
Lobo team.
Many Lobo supporters are upset that Steve Davis was the only New
Mexi~a_n who logged significant time on the liardwood, albeit Norm Cacy
Ronnie concluded, "We weren't was .mJured. But what major college recruits New Mexico preps? New
quite as sharp" but smiled and said
MeXIco State starts only one home-bred player, Richard Robinson ot
I'But we are just as good."
' Hobbs, who is the best to come out of the state in years.
If ,UNM Basketball Coach Ellenberger restricted his recruiting to New
MeXIco, the Lobos would most likely be perennial cellar-dwellers. New
. ~exico high school basketball does not produce more than a couple of bigtune basketball players per year, and it is rare that one of those becomes a
front-line
performer.
Daily Lobo
The reason for this talent deficiency is one of sheer population numbers
Classified
and not ethnicity, as many fans contend. Granted, the land of enchantment lacks a large Black population, but Brigham young has a
Advertising
successful program without a single Black athlete on its roster. The fact is,
Has Moved
good basketball players are cultivated in metropolitan areas. The days of
the country basketball star are over.
(just down the hall)
Of the more than 100 high schools in this state, only 22 are classified as
big schools, (class AAAA), and beeause of economics, many of these
teams are forced to play smaller schools in. the non-district portion of their
Marron Hall
schedule.
Room105
The talents of potential basketball stars are honed by competition, and
Ooan8JCJdmtoA'IOJ::'"' 'llo·~J.-"
by simple probability, the leagues with the larger schools provide the most
tt>a
3(:0
Cl:t"'f!l~
~~~!!t" ~y l~fl<>
stern competition. One should realize that the universities of Houston
~ = ·= r.~ t..-'nrt.)l'l !~Q;J '1-.nm ~~. r.t
o.r
r;•,•
Detroi~ •. and San Francisco recruit outsideoftheirmetropolitanareas, and
these Cities have three and four times the population of entire New Mexico.
This. state does have its share of 6-8 and 6-10 players, Jim Broome of
Be~alillo and B?~ Goode of Sandia are both over 6-10, but against
mediocre. competitiOn, they haven't been forced to develop their skills.
Mark Felix has shown that a Hispanic can perform with the best if reared
upon tough competition such as he encountered in Los Angeles.
Most everyone in this state would like to see the resident university be a
showcase for New Mexico natives. But if it takes New Yorkers and
Chicagoans to be competitive in the Western Athletic Conference I say
welcome them with open arms.
'
f>llol 0J1J P'>Ol'l ~
IS 1'£1

;'ltr! t;L};;_f'l!:;l
l';p:r..,
t1
<r.,J.li~>E"•T !," (:<~~~fll1A.1'.{11l:<.T,) l'!'.'!'..!l~
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RHS8/ASUNm Presents

~

~

The GodfClthet

~

~

Fridn!J. April 1--7:00 p.m.

~

~

Godfather Part II

~

Saturdo.,Y. April 2--7:00 p.m.

::

At the CELLAR-- Hokonn Hnll

lr"

Admission ~1.00

~

.JI""

~

s

~

c

c

"Some people are more difficult to W«;lrk with than others. The
hostile client or co-worker, the indecisive, vaccilating manager or
customer, tbe overly agreeable client who doesn't do anythlng, are
examples{)f such difficult people," Garrett said.
He said participants in the seminar will "deal with specific methods _
that are useful in coping with six particularly difficult behavior patterns, have a framework for understanding disruptive behavior and
leave with an influence plan aimed at developing a more productive
relationship with whomever the participant may be having difficulty," he said.

NM Religion
Planned Topic
Of Exposition

BOOTS

A group of University of New
Mexico community members is
planning a week-long religious
exposition emphasizing the diverse
religious backgrounds found in
New Mexico.
Religious Awareness Week, to
commence April 18 will be a
"broadly based, intellectual experience," said Dr. Lee Zink, one
of the organizers of the event.
He said there will be a different
theme each day, with topics supported by speakers, seminars
and/or musical presentations.
Some of the themes selected
include "Women and Religion",
"Religion and Politics", "What is
Religion", and "Religion and
Social Justice" (which is expected
to include a presentation by Archbishop Robert Sanchez.)
Dr. Zink said Religious
Awareness Week is a general
University-wide 'effort and will
encompass all beliefs, including
agnostic.

ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents The

UNMJAZZ
ENSEMBLE
Rudi Fox, director

10%
OFF

And The

PHIL LENK TRIO
PhilLcnk
Piano

Bud Warner
Bass
With Special Guest

RudiFox
Drums

BOB BROWN, Guitar

Tuesday, Ap•·il S 8::lS p.m.
Popejoy Hall

lobo

men's
shop

Tickets 8 2 60 and 8 1 60
Student Discount 50<
Ticl<ets A vail able A tAU
Ticketmaster Locations:.
SUB Box Office

Dillards

21 20 Central S.E.

243-6954

Popejoy Hall Box Office
Record World

LP Goodbuy (Both Locations)
General Store (Both Locations)
People's Choice in Rio Rancho

~

2 Gtent movies!!

~-

..•n

Persons interested in attending the seminar should register early,
due to space limitations, Garrett said. The registration fee of $85
covers handouts, three refreshment breaks and one luncheon. The fe~
also includes a certificate of · completion and 1.1 Continuing
Education Units.
Completed registration forms, along with a registration check
made payable to UNM, should be mailed to the Bureau of Conferences and Institutes, UNM Continuing Education, the University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 87131.
Persons who wish further information should contact Bonnie
GrahaJl! at Continuing Education.

"-'"''-''""'--·U"-""'"--~-"-~i.-":!Z'"-'";.~;;c .::::2: :.••...:.........C... '-'-'.:.~.;; ..~" " .. -··'"·"·: ·...c... ... .••c.,,.,, .•c.. ,

To

A Fine Drinking Estahlishmcn1.

In Handling

"The goal of these approaches is to develop a plan and maintain
the most productive relationships possible," Dr. Milton Garrett, asst.
dean of UNM's Continuing Education, said.
'The seminar is being sponsored by UNM Continuing Education in
cooperation with the New Mexico Chapter of the American Society
for Training .and Development, the Federal Executive Board, the
Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and the Small Business
Administration.

_

. Sports·

Specials

Seminar Aids

Have you ever felt like beating a co-worker about the head and
body, or telling your boss to stick it or even telling a customer to suck
a lemon? For those who have, there is a seminar scheduled for May 910 at the Albuquerque Hilt<;m Inn on "Effective CoJ?ing With Difficult People."
The seminar, which is-designed especially for managers and supervisors in business, government and non-profit institutions, will focus
on methods and approaches that have proven usefui in handling the
difficult people and situations fom_ld in work settings.

Ne\N MexiCo
Daily Lobo

~

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word per day, $1.00_ '!lin_imum charue.
5 or more consecuttve t•mesgc per word per day.
·
Terms: Cash in advance.

..IC.

l

~

~

Come see Friday's movie for $1,
and you can see Saturday's movie

""'

FREE!

~

~~~·~·~~~~~~~~~

Want Ads say it
· in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the Ne:-v Mex.ico Daily Lobo
,""'"'---- times beginning
, under the head1ng (c1rcle ?ne):
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5, For Sale; 6. Employ~ent,
7. Miscellaneous.

1:

MUNM Pt:c 111
Prerenl

~QENi\1&81\NCEI~
utx:!

GALLACHER and LYLE
April4. 1977 • 8'00 P.M. • Popejo.li.l:!all
TICkets' ll..>peJ0Y nnd <Sllll llC'< ( itb_;,.,
All I.J1 Uc1c1dbuy and Ceneml6lc>re k>:ol IClllS
Rcec11'd ':lbrld (M,'ni,<pmcry Plnzn) • Dillard•
Pcc1plc:O. Ch.>1ce in P1,, Rnnth,-,

•

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20 University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New 'Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ ..... - ____ F'laced by

_Telephone~~--

·----

/
/

'
(

\.
.i

Ao.t~s: 15 centt per word pet doy, one dollo.t minimum. Rdvertla~tmentl run five or
more consecutive do.ys with no changes, nlnllt cents per word per ~o.y (11o ref1.1nda
If co.nce!led before. fin ln1ertlons). Clo.ulfled o.dvettlae-ment.l 'muat be paid In

advGncv. ffio.rron Ho.ll Room 105 or by tno.ll to Clo.ulfle-d Advettlalng, UHffi 8o)C20,
Albuquetql,le, Nffi 87131.

PersonQis
CONTACTS'l? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255~
8736, tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIORATION,I.D. photos.' Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265·2444 or come
tb't717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
AUMI6ED m:;mber of back issues of the LOBO are
available for 10 cents a copy in r9om 131 1 Marron

Hall. TFN

Siglinda Steinfijller

NONSMOKERS CLUBI897-<l131. 4/6
PARTY I Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it again! Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything. Call266..023.S, 4/4
ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED In $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
at 765-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
.officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4/21
WILL BUY PAPERBACK BOOKS. Will pick up 2S
books or more. Call25S·917S after 6 p.m. 4/1
TEACHER BACK to UNM for recertification, Will
wntch nice home this summer. Call Belinda, 8644/6

Dean of Beer.

'•

wants to observe your 6-10 months or 14--21 months
old Infant for lh. flour. In return you can receive free
consullation on parenting. Contact Anita Frank;
mornings, 2774135; evenings, 296-6950. 4/1 .
Be fooled at NED's April Fool's Day Party on
Friday. Special drink price-music-games. 4/1
THE NEWEST' SPRING STYJ,.ES at Wlld Rose,
2910 CC'Titrnl S.E. 20% off all clothing with a student
I.D., Today through April 4th. 4/4
CHAPARRAL TRYOUTS. First meeting: April 4,
4:00,JohnsonGym. 4/4
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone! Ceniceros,
attorney, answers legal questions In his Wednesday
column In the Lobo. Send questions to the Lobo,
UNM Box 20, city, 87131, or drop them at the Lobo
newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. 3/30
HAPPY 20th BlRTHDAY Wild Bill Hickey. Tlsh &
Bert. 3/30
·
HI THERE Ju-Ju and Rima! Ha-ha, I'm here and
Yol!'re notl Seeya sometime. Toodles, love, Pun~
ch, 3/30

"Gusto GC!el'' J,.dsure Shirt~ ,
\kntilated mesh football-style ,
shirt for men or women.
and
Numerals ·
100%
Sizes:.

DON'T YOU just Jove those obscure personal
messages'] 3~30

Lost & Found

S.M,

FOUND: MAN'S RING in Journalism men's room,
Describe& claim rm. 216, Journalism. 3/~1
FOUND: SOMEONE'S MONEY. Describe wallet &
daim~ 455-2228 (Santa Fe). 415

Services
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mex:ico, Inc. 842.
5200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks 1 stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. tO'le
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TYPING, 1ST QUALITY, 883·7787. 4/6
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus.
2'16-8564. 3/31
TYPING, EDJTING. Call Kim: 266·9037, 4/8
NEED. SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/S
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. lDM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy, reasonable rates. 2981147. 4/1

BICYCLE; Bertin amateur racer, 54 em. frame,
excellent condition, .$JSO.OO, 247-9663, 4/1

WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering to student needs sinoe 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system,
$79.95. 4129
FJSHER STEREO: 55-watt,
!120.00. 344-5364. 3/31

Garrard changer,

REALISTIC STEREO: 30-watt, changer, spcalcers,
$130,00. Portable 8-track, speakers, $50.00. 344~
5364. i/31
OPEL GT SPORTS COUPE: $2000.00. 843·
964Z. 415.

1969 VW SQUAREBACK: automatic transmission,
25mpg, fuel injection, l"cbuilt243~S90l. 4/S
RECORD YOUR OWN: Sankyo Sierco Cassette
decks; Uerrlte headS, Dolby Limiter and total
automatic shul·off. Factory sealed-$148.00. 7611
Menaul N.E. 4/S
MAXELL TAPE: Save on VD90 minute cassettes.
List $5,30, our price $3.49. Save more by the case.
7611 Menaul N.E. 4/5

:ot Rent
BEST UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS. Furr.hihl:d
efficiency and one-bedrooms, 208-9 Columbia S;13,
$140.00-1180.00, bills paid. Call255·2685, 415
ROOMMATE WANTBD for luxury apartme11t. 294·
7462. 3/30
ROOMMATE WANTED; 2-bedroom house. Call
26S-64Z9. 411
FUNKY EFFICiENCY APARTMENTS. Utilities
paid. From $30,00/week, 268-1124, 242~1814, 7218
Central S.E. tfn

TO DAY'S CRDSSIDRD· PUZZLE

\.

431mprove
44 Superlative
1 Diplomatic
ending
necessity
45 For men
5 Give a
only
beating to
46 Corroded
9 Musical
4 7 Showing, for
instrument
short
14 Turkish
49 Ward off
leader
51 Small
15 "Now he
circular
belongs to
bands
the----"
54 Food for
16 Daughter's
animals
spouse
58 Irritate
17 Make
e.g.: 2
60Ammoitem
defective
61 Anti-U.S.A.
words
· 18 Nut: 2
63 Rushed
8MSTplus
words
two hours
headlong
20 "Trail of the 64 Athenian
9 Maker of a
Lonesome
poet
heap
----"
65 Wail part
10 Early So.
21 Against:
66 Apart lrom
American
Prefix
that
king
22 Ragged
67 Ontario
11 Sorrowful
23 "----·of
canal
WCJrd
robins ...." 68 Over again 12 Promontory:
25 Ann--·-·
69 Fall back
Var.
27 -··-In:
13 Was in debt
Intervene
DOWN
19 Jot
29 Body part
24 Not so hot
30 Stain
1 "Cigar" city 26 Musical
34 -·-neck:
2 Another
note
Canine
28 Writing in. time
defect
., :)olong: 2
strument
36 Norman
•• ords
30 Mineral
VIncent
4 Most docile
spring
5 Buddhist
-, Desk com38 Think
monk
partment
39 Baseball
6 Centaurus 32 Some
slats: 2
star
greenbacks
words
7 Panamanian 33 Lab. routine
42 Staple food

34 Fails back
35 Skin protuberance
37 Marble
38 Society
struclure
40 Follow
closely
41 Extremity
46 Declare
positively
48 Title of
respect
49 Deputy.
50 Craft
52 Scottish golf
hazard
53 End of--·--:
Railhead
54 Mustiness
55---- about
56 Rattling
sound
57 King of
Judah
59 Recognize
62 Miss Lupino

HELP WANTED: PART TIME, Thuudayo or
Friday&, drying ca.u. Call Mike, evet, )~5~3039, 4/$
PAID SUMMl!R TRAIN INO In field ofyoqreholce.
Pllrt·tlme job which will cna.ble )"QU fo earn cXCra
money while continuing $Chool. Many tsdded

LUXURY APARTMENT: 1 br., furnhhed,
nrcplac:e, large Jiving ar~:a. Nice nc:ighborllood with
trees, 5 bl. from UNM. $190,00/mo., not including
utiliiies. 266·Sl56. 4/l
INCREDIBLE, arid only I block from tlNM. Lnrgt;
1-bedroom apartment; dishwasher, disposal 1 &
carpet~. Pool & billiard room, Utilities pAid,
monthly lease: & large enough for two. S220.00. Four
Seasons, 266·0011, 4/4
HOUSEMATE NEEDED. Prefer a mature and
mellow male. 3 hr., ncar BCMC. $1$0.00/mo. pillS \.1
uti!ilies. 266·7310, 4/5

bcncnts.l6S-9000. 4/.S
SUMMER. JOll.<). FOREST SERVICE, Jfow, where,

Employment

P.UROPE/WORt..OWIDE academic 'f.H~countti ycnr
round, S.A.T.A.; 4218 First, 1'ucker, OA 30084,
(800) 241·908Z. 3/30

TBACHERS at all levc.ls. Fore!go Rnd Domestic
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouv~r. Wnshlnj::ton
98660. 3130
MAINTENANCE MAN/ASSISTANT MANAOER
CQUple. Man to do maintenance few hours dally:
woman to cover orrice few hour~; daily, Apartment
and snlary. Call between II :00 A.M.~3:00 P.M. only.
Z65·2%8, 411
SUMMER HELP: Coronado Club Snack Dar 21 or
older. Av.ailBble May 20-Labor Day, Foste;, 265·
6791. 4/1

J
'

when to apply. Complete information, $3,00. Mission
Mountain Co,. Dox 727, Pol~n. Mont. S9860, 4/S

TrQvel

mlsceiiQneovs

t

WANTED:- Good-natured, A.K.C. registered
Oerman Shepherd to male, Owner has pick of litter or
S3S.00, Z42-1?49. 3131

c
c
c

WB BUY PAilERDACKS of all f)'pc:i, Need ~elcn~
fiction nt 2011Ja of origfnnl price, Others from JOo/t up,
Dook Rack, 2S06 Juan Tnbo. 4/1

PART TIME WORK: 46 openings, $400.00n month,
Call294-2064, 1·3 p.m. only, 3/30

STAINED OLASS INTRODUCTORY CLASS:
Snturdny Apr. l, Apr, 9, 2~5 p.m.; SIJ,$0. CalltQ
reserve your place, We carry glass, tools, supplies,
Stnlned Olast Co, of New Me;~tico, .S3J9 Mcnnul N.E.
883-J 110, Tuesdny·Saturdny, 10-6, 4/4

SUMMER WORK: S900.00 per month must be
hardworking and able to relocate, Cnll293-j5$3 ror
hlterview. 4/4

LARGE ROOM POR RENT: Dance ,groups,
workshops, m~tlnp, Call 298~5958 after 5 p,m, fOr
lnformntlon. 4/5

Reporters
Wanted
The LOBO is in need of more repor·
ters,
The best qualifications for being a
reporter are: a working knowledge of
and love for the English language, an in·
terest in local, national and world events, a persistent nature and an acquain·
tan ce with typewriters.
_
As you can see, this does not mean
you need to be a journalism student.
If you're interested, come by the
LOBO office, ask for Tim or Susan, and
we'll probably put you to work (pay is
minimal), Office hours are about 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m., room 138, Marron Hall.

..
•

Mexico'1 mo.lfamoiU name b America'• mo. I

•

WANTICCI

1

,' J

Pancho Uillo tequila
Schlitz "P•ttern"T·Shirt. White

"Out of Schilt&?" T·SIIIrt.

with colorful pattern of Schlitz
trademarks. Sizes: S. M. L, XL.

Blend of cotton and polyester.
Gray color. Sizes: S. M, L, XL.

$3.50.

$3.50.

II /

--------------------·
QUAN.

,

.

.

SIZE

UNIT
PRICE

........

TOTAL

.,

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I
I·
I
I
I
\

I

TOTAL$

My order is over $25.

Please send me my surprlse gift worth $5.00.
Send order with check or money order payable tc-:
Schlitz Dean of Beer
Post Office Box 9373
St. Paul, MN 55193
Allow 4 weeks for shipment. Void where prohibited by law. Offer
expires December 31, 1977. Prices include shipping and handling

costs,
Name
Address
State

Zip

•

1971 Jos. Schhlt Brewing Co, M1\waukee, Wis

~------------------~

The University of New Mexico
· Student Publications Board
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor

J

1
J

I

City

.~

WINTER CLEARANCE! Sweaters as lOw ns $3.50;
shirts, SS.OO; blouses, $3.50 or 3 for $10.00; men's
socks, 39 cents. At California Fashion Outlet, 2318
- Central S.E., across from campus. 266-6872. 3/30
COMPLETE CHEMISTRY LAB, 294-8383. 411
fURNITURE: sofa, rocklng chair. end table, coffee
ta~le, entertainment center. Very reasonable. 296-1911. 4/1
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Schlitz is a trademark of Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaul<ee, Wisconsin 53202

••

NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French acccssorles . .Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Cllarlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 2936901. 4/29
..
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journalist, will aid both academic & creative writing.
English language tutoring also. Dial the Voice of
Experience, 266-3679, evenings. 4/1

There will be a meeting concernlng the alarmism
directed toward nuclear threat and pollution Wed,~
March 30 at 3:30p.m. in nn. :lOf Scholes Hall,
The National Chicano H<!alth Organization is
organizing study sessions for the MCAT students
planning to take the test April30, 1977. For furtllcr
in(ormation call277-4731.

"A closs·A parody o! 'JAWS',,
Side·spiiHing absurdity abound~,.
HUSTLER
"Sex-crazed mermoldTerrl Hall
gives lhe best deep lhroal ever.•
Pi:AVBOY

There wlll be a National Chicano Health
Organiza~loft meeting Wed.; March 30 at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Chicano Studies.
Tile A, 'r.M. Business Assn. will be holding its anV.l.T.A. ('Volunteer lncome-TaX Asslstance)
:Prbgram, Rtturns are prepared free or char~e at the
·. A.T.M. otncc in ISIS Roma N.E.

num

There wilt be fellowships during the simultaneous
running of two power for abundant living classes, 246
Solano N~. at tJ:JO p.m. For further explanation (ot
any
call 266-249;!.
. .explanation)
:

Ro~c;t C~nircr9.s

will speak on the food stamp
·Program lhttrs~ March 31 in the sociology building at
'3:30 ·p.m. It rs··SJ'lOnsorcd by the Coaliliort to Help
· .EaSe V(_orld HWiger,

'HI if~(',( lJ:!If. ,,;ATER
1111(.,,

tn• 11.!

7H IS01

"l•lll I ['oiTUITAINMli'IIT

Applications for the position are available in
Marron Hall room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Applications must be returned to Marron Hall
room 131 no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 30, 1977.
The Student Publications Board will select the
1977-78 New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
11 meeting. The new editor will. assume responsibility for the paper Monday, April18.
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ByD.M.Fiynn
Roque Barela, a graduate student
in guidance and counseling, will be
sharing his experiences with the
shamans or medicine men of Sierra
Leone in the guidance course
"Theories of Human Interaction."
Barela spent two years, from
1974 to 1976, on the west coast of
Africa with the Peace Corps, "I
couldn't help but get interested in
thesociety.''
Barela taught social sciences to
high school students who intraduced him to the custolJlS of the
village medicine men.
"Mental illness," he said, "is
handled through the sha111an or
medicine men."
Barela said he saw several cases
of students who, under the pressure
of competition in the school
system, would complaiQ of having a

New Mexico PIRG Land/Tenant handbooks arc
nvnllnble at the PIRG table in the SUD or at 107 Cornell S. B.
Women's Studies Student Association is having an
open house from II a,m, to 2 p.m. Thurs. March 31.
Refreshments will be served,

.

The Women Studies Commluce is seeking.' faculty
and students who nrc interested in serving on vnrlons .
selection committees for Women Studies Instructors
for the Fall semester, Deadline Is April I,

'

Discussed Journalism Award

curseputuponthem,
He said the students would get
medication from a hospital or
clinic, but would continue to feel
the anxieties of their ailment.
One student, Barela said, suffered "from what seemed to be
epileptic attacks." Since the
medication prescribed by doctors
didn't help, Barela said, "I told
him to go home to his village and
seeashaman.''
He said the student underwent a
"medical washing" in which the
medicine man called upon spirits
and purged the victim of his cur$e.
''He
no
longer
suffered
headaches," Barela said,
Barela said these cases involved
"mind over matter" and were
based on the deep beliefs the
students would have in the powers
of the medicine men.
Barela said he also went through
a "medical washing" after he was
asked to become initiated into the
village society. "It was all based on
a matter of trust they had in me,"
he said.
Barela will be speaking to the
class Apr. 11. He is a graduate of
New Mexico Highlands University,,
class 0 f 1973,

·.·

....

..

Presented to LOBO

The Society of Professional
Journalists have namecl the New
Mexico Daily LOBO the second
best all-around student newspaper
in the Region 9 awards and LOBO
cartoonist Gary Glasgow was
named the best editorial cartoonist.
The Society of Professional
Journalists is a nation-wide
journalism fraternity. Region 9 is
composed of New Mexico,
Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.
It was the second time in three
years, the LOBO has been named as
the second-best student newspaper.
Glasgow was named as the best
editorial cartoonist for the second
consecutive year.
Otherwise, Brigham Young

Rosque Barela

.

Utah won first in editorial
writing and University of Texas at
El Paso won firsts in all-around
magazine and non-fiction magazine
articles. Utah also had the thiid
best aU-around student newspaper.
University pretty well swept most of
the awards. The Daily Universe,
BYU's student newspaper, won
firsts in newswriting, feature
writing,, all-around student
newspaper, feature photo and news
photo. They won seconds in
newswriting, feature photo, news
photo and all-around student
magazine. The Universe won thirds
in editorial writing, newswriting,
feature photos, news photo and
non-fiction magazine article.

.

.· · Spring Sale ::

Covered
...,.,.ago.n
Malcers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Applications for the 1977 UNM Institute of the
Native- American l'rogram, College of Engineering
ore bcl11g accepted. Applications arc available in rm.,
319 of the Farris Engineering Bldg.

Original Price
Cross Country .Ski is
6995 ·to ggoo ••.••• •......... .
X-C Racing Skiis
125°0 tO 140°0 = = = = " " .. .. .. .. .. "
Rental X-C Skiis & Boots
• • • • •

The ASUNM crafts shop in the basement of the
" SUD offers basic Instruction in jewelry, ceramics, and
photography.
Applications ror Interviews with southwest school
districts during the "Special Recruiting Event for
Educators'' arc now being accepted at Career Services
Mesa Vista South, rm. 2131, The event will be held
Apr. 7 nnd 8,
l'etitions and nominating positions for ASUNM
president, vice president and senators for the spring
general elections are avnllablc today, in room 242
of the SUD.
~//////////////////U///////////////////////////////////N///////.I/////.I////////////.I/.1//////////////////////.

GENERAL

.

G PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

\i

Sale Price
• •
li

5250 to 7425

II

. . . . ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . Up to 50°/o O~f

Snow shoes
29 95 to 5250 ................ 20° 0 to 3650
100°/o Wool Sweaters
32°0 to 4950 ................ 1920 to 37°0
Goosedown Parkas
6650 to 85°0 ................ 53° 0 to 68° 0
Thermal Underwear
gao to 1795 .................. 675~ to 125o
Alpenlite Packs (discontinued models)
8750 to 9250 ...... · .......... 6550 to 70°0
Backpacking Tents (Two Only) 2 man
135°0 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 9450
4 man 195°0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13650
Rental Kayaking Equipment
Up to 40°/o. Off
Fishing equipment Fenwick Rods,
Garcia & Martin Reels 30°/o Off
Zodiac 4-man raft
625°~ ........................... 4 70° 0
Sale Starts 9:00 a.r:n. Saturday April 2

•

MOUHTAlKS.
AMO

2935 Monte \Tista NE 265-3681

J)airy Queen* braziet:
has it all
Food and .Dessert
.'Aeg; U.S. Pat, Off .. Am. D.O. COrP'. (c) Copyright 1975, Am. D.O. Corp.

'

<

.

RIVERS
2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday thru Friday 10-6 Saturd

Get One

Banana Split
for
·
59c .

9-5

J_

